The Toa Metru face their greatest crisis. Branded criminals by Turaga Dume, they are pursued by the Dark Hunters and the Vahki. Three of their number have been imprisoned, along with Toa Lhikan. And every second brings Metru Nui and the Matoran closer to final disaster.

The excitement and joy over becoming Toa Metru has been replaced by grim resolve in the face of such overwhelming danger. The shadows are closing in on the city, and the heroes of Metru Nui are starting to wish this was all just a bad dream.

But for Vakama, the nightmare has only begun ...
MY NAME IS VAKANA. THIS IS MY NIGHTMARE.

THE UNCONSCIOUS BEINGS SCATTERED AROUND ME ARE THE OTHER TOA METRU. THE ARMORED COLossUS IN FRONT OF ME IS THE REASON THEY ARE ON THE GROUND.

I'M HOPING THAT I AM GOING TO WAKE UP FROM THIS VISION SOON... OR I MAY NEVER WAKE UP AGAIN.
MY DISK LAUNCHER WON'T WORK.

HE'S NOT GOING TO GIVE ME TIME TO FIX IT.

THIS WOULD BE A REALLY GOOD TIME TO WAKE UP.

REALLY, I WOULD EVEN BE HAPPY TO SEE ONEWA RIGHT NOW.

SQUEEZING... EVERYTHING'S STARTING TO FADE... I...
WHERE AM I NOW? AND WHY CAN’T I MOVE?

WELL, AT LEAST I AM OUT OF THE WEB. BUT WHERE HAS THIS VISION TAKEN ME? THIS PLACE LOOKS LIKE NUNIRI’S LIVING ROOM.

OH, THAT’S WHY.

YOU THINK YOU CAN SAVE METRU NUI. LITTLE FLAME. YOU ARE JUST A MATORAN WITH DELUSIONS OF REGENCY.

YOUR TIME HAS RUN OUT, AND YOU DON’T EVEN KNOW IT. ASK MY BROTHER.

TOA LHIKAN! BUT YOU WERE CAPTURED!

STOP ASKING WHERE, VAKAMA. START ASKING WHY.

WHY WERE YOU GIFTED WITH THESE VISIONS? WHY DO YOU SEE WHAT OTHERS CANNOT? AND, IN MATA NUI’S NAME, WHY DO YOU RESIST ACTING ON WHAT YOU SEE?

Beware, my friend. Listen to the warnings of your visions. Or this is the fate that awaits the TOA...
TURASA DUM! BUT... BUT YOU ORDERED THE ARREST OF THE TOA!

ONLY IN THE WORLD OUTSIDE, UKAMAMA, IN YOUR MEMORIES, I AM STILL THE VOICE OF WISDOM YOU HAVE NEEDED FOR MOST OF YOUR LIFE.

AND IT IS WISDOM YOU NEED NOW. YOUR FIRE GENERATES HEAT, BUT PRECIOUS LITTLE LIGHT, IT SEEMS, SO YOU DON'T SEE...

...WHAT'S RIGHT IN FRONT OF YOU!

WHAT IS THIS PLACE?

THE PATH YOU WALK LEADS HERE, TOA OF FIRE. THIS IS YOUR DESTINATION.
YOU CAN'T SHUT YOUR EYES.

VAKAMA, WHY DID YOU LEAD US HERE?

IT'S YOUR FAULT.

YOU WERE SUPPOSED TO BE WARY.

INSTEAD, YOU DOOMED US ALL.

NO! I DIDN'T! I DON'T EVEN KNOW WHERE WE ARE!

YOU KNOW THE BIGGEST PROBLEM WITH VISIONS?

THERE IS AN EASIER WAY, SISTER, HERE, VA KAMA. LOOK INTO THE MIRROR... DO YOU WANT TO SEE THE FUTURE YOU WILL MAKE?

I DON'T WANT TO LOOK, BUT I CAN'T STOP MYSELF. I HAVE TO KNOW THE ANSWER.

NO... NO...

THERE IS ONE COCOON LEFT. WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE WHAT'S INSIDE?
Vakama, what is it? Another illusion?

More like a nightmare. I hope not a prophecy. Where are we?

You don't remember? You, Matal, and I escaped the airship before the Dark Hunters could capture us. But we have to find the others, and Toa Lhikan.

And rapid-quick. The Vahki are sure to be looking for us, thanks to Turaga Dume.

It's coming from the ruins of the Great Furnace. It couldn't be the Morbuzakh back again, could it?

I have a feeling it is something bad-worse.

Ruuummbbleee!
WHO DARES DISTURB THE SLUMBER OF THE TANTORAK?

FIGURES, MATAU, THE ONE TIME YOU'RE RIGHT ABOUT SOMETHING.

DON'T BLAME ME. I DIDN'T WAKE HIM FROM HIS DEEP-SLEEP.

OH, YES, YOU DID... OR RATHER WE DID.
From out of the shadows of METRU NUI come the mysterious RAHAGA, weird figures combining the wisdom of skilled hunter/trackers and the animal instincts of RAHI. Only they can help the TOA HORDIKA master their new powers and control the savage beasts within. Using their RHOTUKA spinners, the RAHAGA capture wild RAHI to keep them safe from the rampage of the VISORAK hordes.

**RAHAGA GAAKI - 4868**

Gaaki is always trying to prove herself to her fellow Rahaga, sometimes plunging into dangerous situations just to show she can handle them. Her specialty is hunting water Rahi. Her Rhotuka floater can fly through the depths, attaching itself to a Rahi and bringing the creature to the surface.

**RAHAGA POUKS - 4869**

Fearless and brave, Pouks challenges the largest Rahi, including the Kikanalo and the ash bear. He can launch his Rhotuka lasso spinner low to the ground, upending the beasts and stunning them long enough for him to close in.

**RAHAGA KUALUS - 4870**

Kualus is considered strange even by Rahaga standards, often spending his time talking to flying Rahi in a language composed of clicks and whistles. His Rhotuka boomerang spinner can attach to an airborne creature and bring it back to the waiting claws of Kualus.
RAHAGA NORIK - 4877
Wise and able, Norik is respected by the other Rahaga even if not all of them share his belief that the Toa Hordika can be cured. He uses his staff and his fluid movements to distract Rahi reptiles until his Rhotuka snare spinners can trap them.

RAHAGA BOMONGA - 4878
Nicknamed “Quiet-Night,” Bomonga hunts in absolute silence. His prey are the Rahi “hiders,” insect and nocturnal species. From a place of concealment, he launches silent spinners that attach to and temporarily paralyze Rahi.

RAHAGA IRUINI - 4879
Iruini relies on his patience and gentle manner to lure Rahi into his traps. His skill is so great that he can track a Rahi climber by the movements in the air. The snag spinners he launches tangle the creatures’ limbs in a net and brings them down.
REMEMBER? THE MASSIVE CREATURE WE SAW BELOW THE MAINTENANCE TUNNELS IN ONU-METRUP? OUR BATTLE WITH THE KRAHKA MUST HAVE AWAKENED HIM.*

Woke up cranky, didn't he?

TELL ME THE ANSWER, OR I WILL CRUSH THIS PLACE TO RUBBLE!

* CONFUSED? YOU WONT BE IF YOU READ BIONICLE ADVENTURES #3: THE DARKNESS BELOW.

BAROOM

THE ANSWER? I DON'T EVEN KNOW THE QUESTION!

BE CAREFUL, MATAU!

THAT WAS MY PLAIN SISTER.

ANYTIME YOU WANT TO QUICK-LAUNCH THAT DISK, IT WOULD BE FINE, VAKAMA!

GARRRRRR!

BOTHERSOME GNAT...

KRUNCH!

FLY NO MORE!
KRASH!

TOO CLOSE!

LET'S SEE IF THIS HELPS.

HOPE SO, BECAUSE WE HAVE COMPANY, VAKAMA.

NUURAK! AND IT'S ANYONE'S GUESS IF THEY ARE HERE TO FIGHT THAT THING... OR US.

YOU THINK TO STOP ME WITH THAT?

HAVE YOU WONDRED HOW IT IS THIS BEAST SPEAKS MATORAN?

YES, BUT I DOUBT WE WILL GET A CHANCE TO ASK HIM FOR AN EXPLANATION, BROTHER.

NOKAMA IS PROBABLY RIGHT. THE VAKI WILL MAKE SHORT WORK OF THIS BEAST.
IT'S UP TO US THEN.

BUT THE OTHER TWO, AND LIKAN--

--WILL HAVE TO WAIT. WE CAN'T RISK LETTING THIS CREATURE RAMPAGE UNCHECKED.

AND I THINK I HAVE AN IDEA.

I HAVE THREE WEAKNESS DISKS LEFT, NOWHERE NEAR ENOUGH TO END THIS FIGHT...

GIVE ME THE ANSWER!
...if we were aiming at him.

This may not be the answer, but it's the only one we have. Now!

The Tahorak is incredibly powerful... and incredibly heavy. With the disks' power added to the damage he's already done...

What madness--?

He's gone for now. That has to do.

He's gone for now. Before more Vanki show up.

He is still falling. Through level after level. Is he gone for good?
Come on, vakama.

Sorry, I was just thinking...

The tahtorak wanted an answer, to a question we can't know. Its efforts brought only destruction...

...and destruction was all it found.

“IT'S A FUNNY THING ABOUT LOOKING FOR ANSWERS, NOKAMA…”

Sometimes you are far better off not finding them.

Next: Something rolls into a new year of adventure. Get ready for the most shocking tale of all as you witness the coming of the acadaika!
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One of the most powerful masks in the BIONICLE universe - Kanohi Vahi, the Mask of Time - is coming to Target stores this December! Look for the Vahi and the Kanoka Disk of Time from BIONICLE 2: Legends of Metru Nui in specially marked Vahki packages. Add this special edition mask and disk set to your BIONICLE collection...before time runs out.
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